Gene regulatory network inference is essential to uncover complex relationships among gene pathways and inform downstream experiments, ultimately paving the way for regulatory network re-engineering. Network inference from transcriptional time series data requires accurate, interpretable, and efficient determination of causal relationships among thousands of genes. Here, we develop Bootstrap Elastic net regression from Time Series (BETS), a statistical framework based on Granger causality for the recovery of a directed gene network from transcriptional time series data. BETS uses elastic net regression and stability selection from bootstrapped samples to infer causal relationships among genes. BETS is highly parallelized, enabling efficient analysis of large transcriptional data sets. We show competitive accuracy on a community benchmark, the DREAM4 100-gene network inference challenge, where BETS is one of the fastest among methods of similar performance but additionally infers whether the causal effects are activating or inhibitory. We apply BETS to transcriptional time series data of 2, 768 differentially-expressed genes from A549 cells exposed to glucocorticoids over a period of 12 hours. We identify a network of 2, 768 genes and 31, 945 directed edges (FDR ≤ 0.2). We validate inferred causal network edges using two external data sources: overexpression experiments on the same glucocorticoid system, and genetic variants associated with inferred edges in primary lung tissue in the Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) v6 project. BETS is freely available as an open source software package at https://github.com/lujonathanh/BETS.
Introduction
Definition 3.1 (Granger causality). For lag L, a gene g is said to Granger-cause another gene g if using X g t−1 , . . . , X g t−L , the expression value of g at times t − 1 to t − L, improves prediction of X g t , the expression 85 value of g at time t, beyond the prediction using X g t−1 , . . . , X g t−L alone. 86 To test for Granger causality from g to g, we first preprocessed the gene expression time series data 87 (STAR Methods). For every potential effect gene g, we fit all other genes g ∈ ¬g simultaneously (Equation 88 1), echoing ideas from the graphical lasso for undirected network inference [42] . Intuitively, this adapts the 89 idea of Granger causality to conditional Granger causality, where we consider how gene g Granger causes g 90 conditioning on the effects of all other genes. This approach uses the regression:
where t ∼ N (0, 1). For BETS, we set L = 2. To test for an edge, if β g ,g = 0, then we say g conditionally 92 Granger-causes g at lag . We build the directed network by including a directed edge to g from every gene 93 g that has been inferred to conditionally Granger-cause g.
94
Robustly building this network is difficult due to the high dimensionality of the problem: the number 95 of genes that could Granger-cause a given g far exceeds the available time points and technical replicates. 96 To address this challenge, BETS regularizes the VAR model parameters using an elastic net penalty (STAR 97 Methods, Figure 1A ). Elastic net regression encourages sparsity and performs automatic variable selection 98 on the genes being tested for causal influence [43] . The elastic net penalty, unlike the lasso penalty [44] , is 99 able to select groups of correlated variables and allows the number of selected variables to be greater than 100 the number of samples. This is particularly important for gene expression assays where gene expression levels 101 are often well-correlated and there are far more genes than samples.
102
In BETS, we fit the same VAR model to a data set in which causal genes have their expression permuted also Tables S1, S2 , S3, S4, and S5.
Application to gene transcription response to glucocorticoids.

149
To infer the causal relationships in the GC response network, we analyzed RNA-seq data collected from 150 the human adenocarcinoma and lung model cell line, A549. This consisted of two data sets. In an original 151 exposure data set, cells were exposed to the synthetic GC dexamethasone (dex) for 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 152 7, 8, 10, and 12 hours [6]. In an unperturbed data set, the cells were first exposed to dex for 12 hours, after 153 which the media was replaced and dex removed, and then measurements were taken at the same intervals 154 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, and 12 hours. BETS was fit jointly over the two data sets. In total there 155 were 7 technical replicates (4 from original exposure and 3 from unperturbed ). A single VAR was fit on 70 156 samples: Each of the 7 replicates had 10 samples, because using a lag 2 VAR model turns 12 time points real time and 292 days in CPU time to perform 5.5 million elastic net model fits.
169
To study the network with respect to the glucocorticoid system, we annotated specific genes as transcrip- 
179
To study the interactions among gene classes inferred by our network, we quantified enrichment for edges 180 between each of the four gene classes -immune, metabolic, TF, and other gene types (any) ( Figure 3G , 181   Table S6 ). We found enrichment of 12 of the 16 possible edge types (FDR ≤ 0.05). The network was 182 enriched for edges from any causal genes to immune genes; causal TFs to any genes, TFs, and immune genes; 183 causal immune genes to any genes, TFs, immune genes, and metabolic genes; and causal metabolic genes to 184 any genes, TFs, immune genes, and metabolic genes. This suggests that our network is enriched for causal 185 TFs, immune genes, and metabolic genes. In-Degree Quantiles Table S6 .
Our network identified known biological interactions between genes with immune, metabolic, and TF 187 roles; we highlighted 16 of the gene pairs with experimentally validated interactions ( Figure 4 , Table S7 ). Table S7 .
Validation of inferred network on overexpression data.
We asked whether our inferred network edges validated on overexpression versions of the same experimen-
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Discussion
257
We described an approach, BETS, to build directed networks using short time series observations of high- Let X g t,r be the expression of gene g at time t for replicate r. Let X g t = [X g t,1 , X g t,2 , . . . , X g t,R ] T be the 323 R × 1 vector of gene expression levels of gene g across R replicates at time t. The rest of the paper does not 324 mention replicates for simplicity, but here we discuss replicates for completeness.
325
Let g be the gene we are testing to be causal for gene g and let refer to the time lag of the causal edge 326 g → g. Let L be the maximum lag. In BETS, L = 2. 327 We model each gene g as
where t ∼ N (0, 1). In other words, the expression of each gene g is modelled as a linear function of its 329 and other genes' L previous expression values, under independent Gaussian noise. α g represents the (scalar) 330 effect size of gene g's th previous value, X g t− , on its current value, X g t . β g ,g represents the (scalar) effect 331 size of the th previous value of gene g = g, X g t− , on gene g's current value, X g t . Equation 2 requires that 332 t > for the th previous value, X g t− , to exist.
333
To demonstrate how our model is fit in practice, we reformulate Equation 2 using matrix notation. Each Define X g t , an N × 1 vector, as:
. . .
We can similarly write X g t− , which is X g t with each entry replaced by its th previous value. Define X g t− , 337 a N × L matrix consisting of the first L previous vectors X g t− , i.e., for ranging in {1, . . . , L}.
338
Let α g be a L × 1 vector of the L lagged coefficients.
Next, let us formulate Equation 2 involving the genes g in matrix notation. Let X ¬g t− be a N × L(|G| − 1)
predictor matrix of the vectors X g t− , for g = g and ∈ {1, . . . L}. Note the number of columns is L(|G| − 1), 341 because there are L previous time points ∈ {1, . . . , L}, and for each , there are |G| − 1 genes g = g, giving 342 |G| − 1 vectors: X
Let β .,g be a L(|G| − 1) × 1 vector of the causal coefficients β g ,g where g = g.
We then fit the model:
where t is a N × 1 vector with each element t,n ∼ N (0, 1). To write in the most compact form, we can write
Note that X G t− is a N × L|G| matrix andβ g is a L|G| × 1 vector. Thus the final matrix formulation of 345 Equation 2 is:
Elastic net penalty. Because of the large number of predictors as compared to the small number of samples,
347
we use the elastic net penalty, which is a generalization of both ridge and lasso penalties. The elastic net fits 348 the following objective:
Here · 1 represents the 1 -norm and · 2 represents the 2 -norm.
350
For the elastic net, we used the following ranges of hyperparameter values: λ ∈ {10 −4 , 10 −3 , . . . , 1}, a ∈
351
{0.1, 0.3, . . . , 0.9}. For lasso, we used λ ∈ {10 −5 , . . . , 1}. For ridge, when we used {10 −5 , . . . , 1}, we found 352 that the the optimal value selected in some cases was the maximum value of λ = 1. We thus expanded the 353 range to {10 −5 , . . . , 10 6 } to ensure that we were not missing better hyperparameters at larger values. At this 354 point, the optimal λ was found to be 100.
355
Hyperparameter tuning. Hyperparameters were selected using leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV). The
356
hyperparameter (or pair of hyperparameters, for elastic net) that minimizes the mean-squared error on the 357 held-out datapoints is selected. More specifically, we first fix a hyperparameter (λ, a). Then, for a given gene 358 g and row index i, extract the i-the row of X g t and X G t− . Refer to this extracted validation set as (X g t ) i 359 (target) and (X g t− ) i (predictors). The remaining data is the training set, (X g t ) −i (target) and (X G t− ) −i 360 (predictors).
361
First, letβ g (λ,a),i be theβ g ELASTIC NET that is fit from the training set. 362β g (λ,a),i = arg min
We then compute prediction error on the validation set, (X g t ) i − (X G t− ) iβ g (λ,a),i 2 2 ). We repeat the fit 363β g (λ,a),i and error for every row index i of X g t and for every gene g. The mean held-out cross-validation error 364 for (λ, a) is:
The (λ, a) that minimizes the error in Equation 13 is selected.
Permuted coefficients. We evaluate the significance of any given edge g → g through permutation. In detail, we remove the time dependency between g and g via permutations of individual gene temporal profiles over 368 time. 369 We first generate a single permuted data setX g t . For each gene, we independently shuffle the temporal 370 profile of each gene g ∈ {1, . . . , |G|} across time ( Figure 1A) . This is done separately for distinct replicates. 371 We wish to model the hypothesis of no causal relations from any gene g ∈ ¬g, upon a given effect gene 372 g. We use the unpermuted values of the effect gene X g t and the permuted values of all other causal genes 373 g ∈ ¬g, asX ¬g t . The effect gene g remains unpermuted, as we do not consider self-regulatory loops.
374
Permutation-based causal coefficientsβ g ,g are then fit as
We use these coefficients to perform FDR calibration.
376
Edge FDR. The result of the elastic net VAR model is a complete network whose edges are weighted according 377 to the estimated regression coefficients.
378
For each lag ∈ {1, . . . , L} and effect gene g, we control the edge FDR at ≤ 0.05 by finding the threshold 379 T g such that
For each gene pair (g , g), g ∈ ¬g, a directed edge g → g exists if for at least one of the lags ∈ {1, . . . , L}, 381 |β g ,g | > T g . with replacement from X G t− , the predictors, and X g t , the target (Equation 10).
388
For each bootstrap sample, we infer a network using BETS. Each edge g → g's selection frequency, π g ,g 389 (the frequency of g → g among the bootstrap networks) is computed. (Figure 1 B) .
390
Stability FDR. To determine the appropriate cutoff for the selection frequency of each edge (π g ,g ), we 391 generate a null distribution of selection frequencies using permutations. First, we generate a second permuted 392 data set in which we again independently shuffle the temporal profile of each gene g ∈ {1, . . . , |G|} across 393 time. This is done separately for distinct replicates. We run the selection frequency procedure on this 394 permuted data set to get the null selection frequency of each edge,π g ,g .
395
We control the stability FDR at 0.2 by finding the threshold T b such that
Because the maximum lag is 2, each edge g → g has two possible lags and thus two selection frequencies.
permuted and the real empirical distributions. So, if |β g ,g 1 | exceeds |β g ,g 2 |, the lag is said to be 1 and the 399 selection frequency π 1 g ,g is used. 
No regularization was included, and ordinary least squares was used to fit the equation. data ( Figure S1 ). Broadly, these methods estimate directed networks in which the directed edges between 493 nodes-representing genes-indicate a cause-effect relationship between those genes, such that perturbing 494 the expression levels of the causal gene would lead to changes in expression of the effect gene [20] .
495
Let G be the set of all genes and g be a single gene. Let ¬g be G with g removed. Let there be T time 496 points total, and let t be a single time point ranging from {1, 2, . . . , T }. Let X g t be the expression of gene g 497 at time t. Let t be the residual noise at time t. Let : denote sequencing through values, for example X g 1:T 498 would denote all the values X g 1 through X g T . Let pa(X g t ) refer to the causal parents of gene g at time t in 499 dynamic Bayesian Networks. For example, pa(X g t ) may include X g t− . Let g be the gene we are testing to 500 be causal for gene g. Let be the time lag of the causal interaction. We are testing the existence of the edge 501 g → g at lag . Mutual information (MI) methods assess the MI between the expression of g at the -th previous time 504 point and the expression of g at the current time point ( Figure S1A) [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]:
.
(18)
A causal edge g → g is included if I (g , g) exceeds a threshold. MI methods have the advantage of being 506 simple and fast. However, they do not give insight into the sign of two genes' relationship (i.e., activation or 507 repression) because MI is an unsigned metric [24, 26]. 508
Granger causality
Granger causality methods determine if including the expression of g at the previous time point improves 510 our ability to predict the expression of g at the current time point above using the expression of g at the 511 previous time point [27] . A common way to implement a Granger causality approach uses a vector autore-512 gression (VAR) model, which usually assumes a linear relationship between all genes' previous expression 513 and g's current expression. (Figure S1B) [84].
A causal edge g → g is included in the network if β g ,g is significantly different from 0 for some . Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) fit the derivative of the expression of g as a function of all genes' 521 expression at a single time point ( Figure S1C) [11, 28, 29]:
Although complex dynamics are often nonlinear, ODE methods typically assume linearity, as small sample 523 sizes make it challenging to infer the parameters of nonlinear functions. A causal edge g → g is included in 524 the network if g has a significant coefficient in the ODE. 
532
X g t = f (X g t−1:t−L , X
A causal edge g → g is included in the network when an importance score for g -typically, the reduction 533 in variance of g from including g as a predictor-exceeds some threshold. One limitation of DT methods is 534 that they only produce a ranking of edges, without specifying the sign of the relationship between the genes 535 [32, 33]. and current expression levels and identify the network structure with the highest posterior probability of each 539 edge given the data ( Figure S1E ) [34, 35, 36, 37, 38] . DBNs typically assume a linear relationship between Table S4 : Related to Figure 2 . Improvement on DREAM4 100-gene Network Inference from Bootstrap. For each AUROC or AUPR column, the average is the listed value and the standard deviation is listed in parentheses. "Coefficient" denotes the result when ranking edges by their fitted coefficient, as in the original method. "Bootstrap" denotes the results when ranking edges by the frequency by which they appear in the bootstrap networks. genomic expression data to statistically validate models of genetic regulatory networks., in: Pacific
